LYNX-W12BTG
DUAL MODE WIRELESS
TRACKBALL MOUSE

Ergonomic design
The perfect contact of the 5 fingers
and the 6 points of the palm reduces
fatigue after long-term use. The size
and configuration of the trackball also
allows you to easily use it without
burden.

Up to 9 buttons
Contains functions such as left, right,
center, tilt left, tilt right, mode key, DPI
key, previous page, next page, etc.
The tilt left and right functions allow
you to move the computer screen left
and right, such as moving Excel files
horizontally or Drawing image file.

畫面傾右

Software interface
The screen is concise, intuitive to use, you can define the keys yourself, and
use shortcut functions such as keyboard, mouse, and multimedia play.

Resolution up to 2400 DPI

Save space

800/1200/1600/2000/2400 DPI can be adjusted, and
the precision mode can be switched to 150 DPI for
subtle and smooth precision operations. There are 5+1
levels that can be switched.

Compared with ordinary mice, the trackball product
does not require a mouse pad and moving operation
space, and is more convenient in use.

Features
•Bluetooth 5.0 Technology low latency and high efficiency
•2.4Ghz / Bluetooth dual wireless connectivity mode
•Up to 2400 DPI adjustment 800 / 1200 /
1600 / 2000 / 2400 DPI

•Accuracy mode for precise and smooth tracking

•Ergonomic design to reduce the burden of the wrist
•Up to 9 button functions, important buttons can be
customized through the software interface

•Single AA battery can be used continuously for
up to 120 hours

•The left and right key Omron switch can be used
up to 10 million times

•Auto sleep function saves power
•No mouse pad, save space

•AES 128 editor security encryption

•Compatible with Windows / Mac / IOS / Android

Innovative Lifestyle

Specifications
Model Name

LYNX-W12BTG

Color

Black / White

Mode

2.4G / Bluetooth 5.0

Sensor

PAW3212 2400 DPI

Switch

OMRON D2FC-F-7N

Polling Rate

BT : 134Hz / 2.4G : 125Hz

Memory Size
DPI

Up to 2400 DPI

DPI (Accuracy Mode)

150 DPI

DPI Adjustment

5+1 levels

Button Function

Windows / Android: 9 (Left、Right、Scroll
wheel、Tilt Left、Tilt Right、Mode、DPI、

Forward、Backward) Mac / IOS: 5 (Left、
Right、Scroll wheel、Mode、DPI)

Programmable Buttons

6

Communication Range

10m

Dimensions

133x109x52mm

Weight (w/o Battery)

194g
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